out, transgenic, and mutant mice have enabled the development of mouse models of human diseases, such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and Huntington's. Much research has focused on comparing the neuropathology of mouse models of these diseases with that of human patients. Little is known, however, about the behavioral deficits in these mice (Emilien, Maloteaux, Beyreuther, & Masters, 2000; van Leuven, 2000) . In light of the advances on the genetic front, the development of suitable behavioral tests for genetically modified mice is a priority. Such tests of mouse behavior must target cognitive functions that appear deranged in the human form of a disease. It would be ideal, for example, if disordered mice and human patients, and their corresponding controls, could be tested on species-appropriate tests that are otherwise matched and standardized. As a test of spatial learning and performance, the Hebb-Williams mazes would be ideally suited for this purpose-if humans could be tested on them.
METHOD
Mice were run using a standard Hebb -Williams protocol modified for the species (Meunier, Saint-Marc, & Destrade, 1986; Rabinovitch & Rosvold, 1951) . There were 10 male and 10 female mice. The mice were food restricted to approximately 85% of their ad-lib body weight as determined on the 5 days prior to running. They were habituated to the maze environment devoid of any internal walls for one 20-min session per day for 5 days. During the last two sessions, the food cup was baited with Froot Loops cereal pieces (Kellogg's Canada, Etobicoke, ON), and the mice had ad-lib access to this for the entire 20-min session. After the habituation sessions, the mice were trained in the acquisition mazes two sessions per day. The six acquisition mazes were presented in the same order, with one trial per maze in one of two session styles (either A-B-C-D-E-F-A-B-C or D-E-F-A-B-C-D-E-F) so that each maze was run three times per day. When the mice could complete two consecutive sessions in less than 60 sec each, they advanced to the test mazes. During each of the two daily sessions, one test maze was run for five trials. Both the amount of time for the mouse to run through the maze from start to goal box and the number of errors for each trial were recorded. The maze patterns are highlighted on the top of Figure 1 . The dark bold lines outline the maze walls, and the dotted lines indicate invisible error lines. An error was scored (Rabinovitch & Rosvold, 1951) when the front two paws of the mouse entered into one of these zones.
The human participants were 20 (10 male) Dalhousie University undergraduates who performed all acquisition blocks and test mazes in one sitting that took approximately 2 h. The mazes were presented in the same order as that for the mice, with the exception that a blank maze (devoid of internal walls) was inserted after every five trials to inform the subject that a new maze was about to begin. All the experiments were conducted on a Pentium based computer system (without three-dimensional [3-D] hardware acceleration) with a 17-in. Viewsonic monitor. Mazes were rendered using OpenGL in full-screen mode at a resolution of 640 3 480. In order to create a pseudo real-time environment, the Windows messaging loop was removed to eliminate unwanted interruptions from the operating system, and the keyboard was monitored directly by the program to improve response time and allow for simultaneous keypresses.
As seen in Figure 2 , each maze consisted of a 6 3 6 room, with 1 3 1 alcoves at the corners of the origin (start) and the destination (goal). Walls were rendered using thin, textured rectangles, and floors using red and black square tiles. The roof of the goal alcove was painted red, and the start alcove roof was green. Controls for the maze were the standard keyboard arrow keys that maintained a constant velocity of 12 km/h (forward, backward) and a turn rate of 50º per second (left, right). Based on a viewing height of 5 ft 6 in., the projection of the entire maze appeared to measure 20 m 2 , and the diagonal straight line from start to finish was perceived as 28.3 m. The length of time from start to goal, errors, and paths taken were recorded for each trial of each maze. Errors for human subjects were scored when the virtual person-essentially coded as a single point in space-crossed an error line. Note that the walls for the mice were made of black Plexiglas, whereas the walls for the human subjects were textured to provide a better sense of depth. Two digital images of the inside of the virtual maze can be seen on line (www. mcmaster.ca /dshore/hebb).
RESULTS
In the first stage of our testing, both human and rodent subjects completed acquisition training until a fixed criterion (158 sec for humans and 60 sec for mice) was met on two consecutive sessions. Time spent in the acquisition environment (across sessions) was less for males than for females (1,746 vs. 2,526 sec; U 5 156, p < .05), regardless of species, and was more for humans than for mice, regardless of gender (3,426 vs. 686 sec; U 5 12, p < .0001). There was no gender 3 species interaction (F < 1.0).
Scores from the 12 test mazes were standardized to permit comparisons between species, since humans took longer to complete any given maze than the mice but made only one third as many errors (Figure 3 ). In addition, rather than emphasizing either time or errors (Davenport, Hagquist, & Rankin, 1970; Pollard & Sampson, 1961) , we combined them into one performance measure that was standardized for each species separately (see Figure 3 ). In itself, this is an important innovation, since most previous work on the maze has reported only errors that were arbitrarily defined (see Rabinovitch & Rosvold, 1951 , for rules) and have little ecological validity. The measure described in Figure 3 could be applied to the previous literature and could be used to compare findings from different labs. The data in Figure 3 (panel C) indicate that humans learn at a faster rate than mice [F(4,160) 5 2.77, p < .05], reaching average performance by the second trial, whereas the mice required an additional trial to better the average performance. There was also a robust main effect of gender [F(1,40) 5 22.06, p < .005], which did not interact with species [F(1,40) 5 1.75, n.s.]. This indicates that females were, overall, less efficient at solving these spatial problems than their male counterparts. This difference is most striking on the first trial [F(1,40) 5 6.24, p < .025]. For humans, this difference is predominantly seen in the amount of time spent pausing (compare the upper portion of the bars in the left panel of Figure 3A ). An examination across the mazes ( Figures 1C  and 1D ) confirms that females, of both species, were less efficient on the first trial-9 out of 12 mazes for mice and 10 out of 12 mazes for humans.
The analysis across the 12 mazes (Figure 1 ) assesses the ability to generalize from one species to another. 
Performance Efficiency
There was a robust interaction between species and maze [F(11,440) 5 4.55, p < .0001], which would seem to undermine the claim of similar performance on these mazes by the two species (see Figure A) . However, closer inspection of the learning performance across trial within each maze indicates clear similarities. In particular Mazes 6, 8, and 12 show almost identical levels of learning and similar levels of asymptotic performance. Mazes 7, 9, and 10 reveal a similarity in learning, with an overall different level of asymptotic performance. Mazes 1, 3, 4, and 11 show a pattern in which asymptotic performance is identical but there is a clear learning difference. The re- F(1,19 ) 5 14.6, p < .0025]. This difference is most apparent in the first trial of both mazes shown here. This difference is maintained to Trials 4 and 5 of Maze 5, where several women had difficulty with the two blind alleys. In Trial 5 of Maze 11, there are no qualitative differences between the men and the women. It is interesting to note that one member of each gender maintained a path that entered a blind alley. Performance of 6 subjects (the best, median, and worst male and female) running in Maze 5 can be seen unfolding on the World-Wide Web (www.mcmaster.ca/dshore/hebb). This qualitative data further emphasize the gender differences observed above. maining mazes (2 and 5) show differences in both learning and performance. Thus, despite the robust interaction across maze, many similarities were also observed.
DISCUSSION
There are three main findings from this study. Humans learn faster than mice, there are systematic similarities and differences in maze-running performance between the species, and, males are more efficient at solving these spatial problems than females. 1 These data make clear contributions to three areas of research-cross-species comparison of spatial maze learning, the utility of virtual environments for testing human subjects, and gender differences in way finding.
There are clear similarities in learning on a number of mazes; however, there are also some differences. In order to fully understand the nature of this interaction, species differences must be examined in relation to the particular maze layout. Consider Maze 1 (See Figure 1) , for which humans are at asymptotic performance from the f irst trial and mice require three trials for performance to stabilize. Examination of this layout reveals that the goal box is visible from the start box and the humans take advantage of this by moving straight through the maze. The mice on the other hand may not rely on visual information to the same extent as humans and thus may not avail themselves of this cue. In addition, mice tend to avoid open spaces (i.e., the middle of the maze), whereas humans do not have this aversion and thus are more likely to move directly to the seen goal box. Although similar reasoning could be applied to the other mazes, we wish to focus instead on the mazes for which species differences in performance were minimal (e.g., Mazes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12) and propose that this subset of the HebbWilliams mazes may represent a rodent spatial-learning test that can be directly linked to human performance. It is important to note that the standardization procedure used throughout the history of the maze has included all of the mazes, so any use of only a subset should be done with caution.
Future research should focus on this subset of mazes with both patient populationsand different strains of mutant mice, in order to match both brain morphology and behavioral anomalies. It is important to consider whether different strategies or motivations are involved when comparisons are made across species or tasks. Here, humans completed the task, on a computer, for extra course credit, whereas the mice were hungry and ran for access to a sweetened cereal. Despite these differences, our results were strikingly similar across species, especially in terms of the robust gender effect. This supports the claim that a similar underlying mechanism is being tapped in the two species. It is interesting to note that, in over a century of research on maze learning in many species, we could find only one paper (Heron & Hunter, 1922) that makes direct comparisons between human and rodent behavior, despite the assumption, made by many researchers, that findings with rodents generalize to humans. The present results lend support to this claim and, more importantly, provide a tool by which to reconfirm this assumption in various special populations.
The gender differences provide a validation of the virtual reality method, since it replicates a large body of research showing such differences in a wide range of tasks (Galea & Kimura, 1993; Gron et al., 2000; Harris, 1978; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995) . These differences are exemplified in Figure 2 , where paths for each subject are superimposed one on top of another for Mazes 5 and 11. 2 Females chose longer paths and made more choices down blind alleys. As well, there were more pauses of longer duration for females than for males. The pauses observed with the humans are reminiscent of the phenomenon first noted by Tolman (1948) and labeled vicarious trial and error, which was observed at choice points in the behavior of maze-solving rats. It is as if, on the first trial of every maze, the women perceive more choice points than do the men and stop to examine their environment. Meanwhile, men make fewer pauses and choose a more direct route to the goal box. This may be related to the observation that men tend to use Euclidean representations, whereas women rely more on landmarks and verbally mediated route learning (Dabbs, Chang, Strong, & Milun, 1998; Harris, 1978; Lawton, 1994) . In the present context, in the first trial of every maze, men would benefit more from prior knowledge of where the goal box is relative to their present location, whereas, with a less rich representation, women would rely more on exploratory behaviors.
Recent data using functional magnetic resonance imaging, collected while subjects traversed a virtual maze (Gron et al., 2000) , are consistent with this proposal. Specifically, these results showed that different brain areas were activated in men and women. For men, the unique activation occurred in the left hippocampus, whereas for women there was more activity in the right parietal and prefrontal cortexes. The hippocampus is known to be involved in the representation of external space (Nadel, 1980) , whereas the fronto-parietal network has been implicated in spatial working memory (Jonides et al., 1993) .
Finally, the present technology makes the use of virtual environments readily adapted for use with patient populations (e.g., Brooks et al., 1999; Skelton, Bukach, Laurance, Thomas, & Jacobs, 2000) . The interface is relatively simple, and the environment is rich enough to provide a sense of depth without being immersive, which can produce nausea and disorientation(cf. Nichols, 1999) . The program we have developed 3 can be configured to present spatial layouts of varying complexity based on simple stimulus file parameters.
The goal of the present work was to present a single tool that can be used as a cognitive test battery for both humans and mice. Previous attempts to develop rodent test batteries that include cognitive phenotyping have met with mixed success Crusio, 1999) . Here, we reverse engineered a standard and popular rodent test of intelligence and applied it to humans, thus providing an arena for direct comparisons. This, in some sense, brings full circle the literature on maze learning, which had been proposed as a nonlingustic test of general human intelligence (Porteus, 1950) .
